Emoji icons

This Typinator set contains 1603 color icons from the Apple Color Emoji font for use with Typinator's Quick Search function.

Version:	5.0
Requirements:	macOS Sierra 10.12.5, Typinator 6.0
Author:	Ergonis Software
Contact:	typinator-support@ergonis.com

Background

The Apple Color Emoji font, introduced in macOS 10.7, contains many color icons such as emoticons (😃) and various other symbols (❤🌻🌀🚗⚽). These symbols are not pictures but rather characters as defined by the Unicode standard; they therefore take up very little space. However, text containing these symbols can be correctly displayed only on macOS versions that contain the Apple Color Emoji font. Do not use them in text that may be viewed on another computer that does not meet these requirements.
Version 5.0 of the Emoji set contains most of the characters that were added in the Unicode standard 10.0, but it does not cover the complete emoji repertoire of Unicode 10.0, since the Apple Color Emoji font of macOS Sierra does not yet completely conform to the new Unicode standard.

Usage

To look up and insert an Emoji icon, open Typinator's Quick Search field, enter "emoji" and part of the name of the symbol that you are looking for. For example, type "emoji smil" to find faces whose descriptions contain “”smile” or “smiling", or enter "emoji ball" to find "balloon" and “baseball". To actually insert the desired item, double-click it or use the up/down arrow keys and hit the return key. To find emojis with a specific skin tone, include the keyword “skin” with the skin tone number in your search, such as “emoji man skin 5”.

You must include "emoji" in the search because the Emoji set is defined with the search keyword "emoji". Without the search keyword, results from the Emoji set would flood your regular searches. For example, when you look for an expansion that contains “clock”, you would also get 33 matches from the Emoji set (such as :clock12: and :alarm_clock:). The search keyword makes sure that you get these matches only when you explicitly look for emoji symbols.

Of course, you can also directly insert an emoji character by typing its name, delimited by colons. For example, just type :hourglass: to insert ⌛.

The colons at both ends of the names are defined in the “Set Info” options of the Emoji set. To change them to something else for all characters in the set, select the Emoji set in the set list and click the blue “i” button below the set list. Here you can set the “Prefix&Suffix” characters to your preferred delimiters.

When you look at the set in Typinator, you will notice blue descriptions in the expansion column. These are the Unicode names of the various symbols. When you search for a certain emoji symbol you can use search terms from both the name in the abbreviation column and the description.

Hints

Applications must be able to handle Unicode in order to use the Emoji symbols. Even then, some applications may not be able to display them correctly. The iWork applications that were released with Mavericks support the emoji characters, but the older versions iWork '09 (Pages 4.1, Keynote 5.1 and Numbers 2.1) cannot handle them. Microsoft Word 2011 does not even recognize the Apple Color Emoji font.
When the insertion of an Emoji symbol yields a black&white character, try to explicitly format it with the Apple Color Emoji font. This may help for certain characters that also exist in other fonts, but with a slightly different appearance. For example, the character :arrow_forward: might appear as "▶" in Lucida Grande, but will change to "▶" when you format it as Apple Color Emoji.

Source

The original version of this set was contributed by Steven Audette, using information from http://www.emoji-cheat-sheet.com. In versions 3 and 5 of this set, the names of many symbols were updated to better match the original Unicode definition.

